I. INTRODUCTION
The results of a theoretical investigation of interactions between electron magnetic moments and nuclear-magnetic moment published in work [1] in 1975; this work was the first to show that existence to the MIE.
Buchachenko A. and his group originally discovered the MIE in 1976 [2] .
Uranyl nitrate ions complexes are being regenerated uranyl-ion and nitrate-ion radicals * Electronic address: i.zhyganiuk@ispnpp.kiev.ua pairs induced by photolysis in heavy water solutions; authors investigated MIE in these chemical reactions. These results are presented in this manuscript. For more details about MIE, see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These effects and processes have been used for a new chemical separation of uranium isotopes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
In the photoinduced reaction uranyl nitrate was regenerated in the р-methoxyphenol and heavy water solution. The initial samples of uranyl nitrate were depleted by a light isotope of uranium 235 U (degree = 0.00455).
In work [9] , the initial samples of uranyl ni- The degree of enriched in isotope 235 U (the degree of depleted ( )) or isotope ratio in the sample determined to the formula 
where (1) is the enrichment factor, and UO It follows from work [9] that enrichment factor (1) to have the value of 1.02. In present work, the enrichment factor (1) to have the larger value 1.04 (see formula (2)) than value from paper [9] .
The enrichment factor related the separated methods of uranium isotopes are shown in papers [10, 11] . In the period of terrorist danger, the plant with gaseous toxic uranium hexafluoride is a critical infrastructure object.
For the last 40 years, laser uranium separations have been investigated for the industrial processes [10] . Unfortunately, these investigations haven't resulted in the commercial uranium enrichment technology. Next, from papers [11, 12] follows that the MIE method of uranium isotopes separation has a maximum enrichment factor except for centrifugal isotopes separation methods.
As of now, authors of the presented article are studying process of the uranium isotopes separation in the uranium oxides from natural samples. These processes of uranium isotopes separation have been induced MIE.
The isotope separation 235 U from 238 U in the photoinduced reaction uranyl nitrate with MIE in the water solutions demand further studying. Authors are studying kinetic properties ions, and stability of hydrate complexes with ions in water solutions.
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